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Plans Completed for 3rd Wilson Appearance at the University.
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The Fairmount Laundry
Special attention
247 S. Fairly-Seven Street

ARROW
Troy Tailored
Soft Collars

His Answer?

The genial soul with the perpetual smile, alas George Beaton, will answer the ice cream question. He'll "Seabury" all of course! Ask him to send it around to the house.

BEASTON'S
5th and Spruce
Opposite Doors
for
BREYERS
ICE CREAM

NOW IS THE TIME
but please do not make that the Easter rush. CUSTOM TAILED SUITS ready to
order or to your measure.
S. LEVICK
967 Walnut St., 2nd Floor

Penn Drug Co.
(Open Day and Night)

Week End Special
PALM OLIVE SOAP
3 for 27 cts.

Watch for our next Week End Special

The Walz Studios
1604 WALNUT STREET
Dancing and Health Culture
Private and Class Lessons Day and Evening
Spruce 322

A Striking Sale of
$45, $50, $55 and $60
Overcoats and Suits
Reduced to the
Uniform Price
$40

This sale is an aggregation of broken joy and remaining sizes of Suits and Overcoats that we sold at season at $50 to $60. There are scores of models, colors, shades, patterns furnishing all sizes in the more than 1000 Suits 1000 Overcoats, though no full line of sizes in any one lot or pattern.

It embraces also Far-Collar Overcoats, Leather Coats and reversible cloth and leather coats, big rainproofed coats and storm coats - a splendid assemblage of desirable Winter garments at a price that is less than many of them can be produced wholesale for next season.

Actual $45 to $60 Clothes
at
One Uniform Price
$40

PERRY & CO., "N. B. T.
16th and Chestnut Streets

Knitted Scarves are quite the thing, you know.
We anticipated their popularity and have been sweetening up our stocks right along with the result that we are now in a position to offer a larger assortment, in a wider range of plain and multicolored patterns at lower prices than we believe you can purchase similar quality for elsewhere.

Your kind, the narrow shape
Pure Silk 2.50

Years for Real Service

Walter S. Becker
11th and Chestnut St.

The Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Daily, Columbus, Ohio

J. H. Neagle, President
C. L. Thompson, Manager
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NEW YORK TIMES
The Pennsylvanian

THINK FOR THOUGHTS SAKE.

Major varsity oarsmen are being advised three days as to the selection of a new President. It should be remembered that Dr. Dean's resignation has not yet been accepted, and he may be induced to retain his position, relieved of some of his more arduous realities.

A new feature which has arisen for the discussion is the action taken by various departmental faculties who have submitted resolutions voicing their ideas as to the future policy of the University. This sudden breaking into the forefront by our faculties seems somewhat, and their unhappily not be casually passed over by the trustees. Certainly the teachers of a great institution such as we have should have some voice in the forming of basic principles to govern the policy of the University, their standpoint is not the financial, but rather the academic one, but we are really here to serve the students' sake, and it seems that our governing body should not take a little thing that underlies something much bigger.

In defense of his own people, Dr. Dean was not entirely blameless. He whatever the article, The point we wish to bring to your notice is that our own faculties are crisis out against each conditions in their present resolutions supporting and not a hardening way for President.

After seeing a Wharton School Junior spell "assets" with an "e" at the end, I would suggest as a precaution spelling should be added to the curriculum.

NOTICES

Penn.—Meeting Thursday at noon.
Senior Class.—Meeting at 1 o'clock.
Junior Varsity Basketball.—Practice today at 1 - All team report.
Gym Tran.—Full team practice every afternoon this week.
Zeis.—Try for tickets and money to die or tomorrow. Zeis, names.
Fractional Senate Committee.—Meeting at 1 online.
Haverford School Club.—Meeting in 1, Haverford Hall, at 1 o'clock.
Trenton Club.—Meeting tomorrow morning at 1, inside Trenton Hall.
Epsilon Academy Club.—Meeting at 1 in 1, Room 3, Houston Hall.
Yacht.—Meeting next night at 1, in the Houston Club.
Freshman Baseball.—Confidence report every day this week, or as soon.
Aces Club.—Endorse names Walter for Philadelphia Interarsity at Penn.-next, at 1 o'clock to-day. Try Ball Pictures.—Order may be made at Phillips Hall office, for consideration of any day this week. Price, 5 cents.
Students' Ward.—Orch. Kahne, University, Philadelphia. Personals.—North east Club.—Launders Conference to-morrow morning at 1, Room 3, Houston Hall.
Basketball Committee.—Meet with Phi Delta Council A.A. 3 at 1 o'clock, for consideration of order.
Weekend Trip.— cease to-day. In 1, Arch. Students' Home.
Winter Trip.—Leave for Philadelphia Interarsity at Penn.-next, at 1 o'clock to-day. In Houston Hall.
Freshmen Pipes on the way.
Mask and Wig Glee Chorus.—Hearding ticket at 1. Room 3, Houston Hall. Engineers' Association competition, which will begin to-day. The competition is to be a serviceable, and remaining sizes of Suits and Overcoats. There we sold all season at $45 to $60. There are no full line of sizes in any one lot or pattern.
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Berkshire Life Insurance Company

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business and connecting themselves with this Company.

There has never been a time when life insurance has had such popular favor as now; nor when people are so dependent upon life insurance as now. It is generally recognized as a necessity. Because of these conditions the business opens a great opportunity for young men starting in life, requiring no invested capital and offering features such as few lines of business offer.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent.
512 Walnut Street

J. E. CALDWELL & CO.
CHES JUPITER & PHILADELPHIA

Jewelers Goldsmiths Silversmiths

AN UNIQUE STOCK THAT SATISFIES THE MOST DISCRIMINATING TASTE

Prompt and Cordial Attention to Purchases by Mail

Do You Want a Car?

We act as brokers for used cars whose owners wish to sell. Our list covers a large number — all makes and prices. Our list is reduced every Wednesday, and we give you the first depreciation. Our expert mechanics will appraise you with the actual condition of the cars. Demonstration at your convenience.

HARRIS, LE ROY & CLARK —
Automobile Brokers

Frank B. Harris, PhilFill, Pennsylvania

Raber B. Clark

P. 80 Locust 121 2033 MARKET ST.

1887

A Pioneer in the Stoker Field

Westinghouse was one of the first among the pioneers in the stoker field. Although power stations have grown to enormous size with sudden peak loads, in some instances reaching as high as 300 and 400
cubic feet per minute, the original design of the Westinghouse boiler Stoker remains today practically the same as it was thirty-five years ago and that it still retains its first place position in the combustion field. This speaks for the accuracy of the original design. The Boney Stoker is particularly suitable for factory power demands with moderate variations of 25 to 50%, and for a wide range of fuel obliquity. Simple design, low cost and ease of installation strongly recommend it for plants of moderate size. Over three million horsepower have been installed. Industrial expansion, however, has brought many changes in power plant practice since 1887. Today mechanical stokers are called upon to burn everything from coal to oil and many mills down to refuse. They are also called upon to meet the sudden and emergent steam demands. Hence, two additional stokers were added, and our line now includes the Chain Stoker, particularly adapted to the burning of low-grade, high-sulphur; and the Under, better Stoker, which is equipped in its ability to handle the sudden and emergent overloads. Westinghouse is the pioneer in the field of central station service with the highest degree of efficiency.

It is a fact of vital importance to the stoker buyer that we manufacture the three general types, because stoker application should be approached with an open mind, and the stoker manufacturer should be guided in his recommendations partly to the facts that develop from a study of fuel and load requirements.

1920

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Pennsylvania Railroad

TRACK-TEAM ENTERED IN THREE MEETS THIS WEEK

These meets are scheduled for the track meets this week.

300 SPACES—Note furnished men need to hold: electricity; suitable for both men and women.

LOST—“D. D. It is now time to move the Belmore Offices.

SPORTS—This week's special feature is the Third Annual Stove. Boys’ Room 3014-16 Market Street.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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LOST—“D. D. It is now time to move the Belmore Offices.
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Dancing Every Evening

Monday Evening - LUCKY FAVOR NIGHT
Silver loving cups to winners

Thursday Evening - SPLASH ME NIGHT

Up-To-Date Tailoring, Clothes
Cleaning, Repairing Pressing
Remodeling Prompt Service

Use KOLB'S COMMUTATION CLOTHES PRESSING COUPONS
Save 25 to 35 Per cent

LOUIS KOLB
Master Tailor
TRY KOLB'S TAILORING SHOPS
Oldest established on the campus
3703 Spruce St
10 Memorial Tower, U. of P. Dorms

GILBERT STUDIOS
926 CHESTNUT STREET
50 Per Cent Reduction to Student
Official Photographers for 1919-1920 Class Record

How Much Can You Earn?
P. A. Lesley, Yale University, earned $1312.
during summer 1919. Let us tell you how he did it.

National Map Co.
119 Nassau Street
New York City, N. Y.

Best & Co.
Fifth Avenue at 35th Street
New York

Announce
A Showing of
Men's Clothes
& Haberdashery

Beaston's
To-Morrow

100% pure Turkish tobacco makes Murads worth more than they cost—for Turkish is the world's most famous tobacco for cigarettes.

Murads please you when your best friend does not.
You are proud to have the Governor of your state see you draw the Murad box from your coat pocket.
It is true, "ordinary" cigarettes cost a trifle less.

Judge for yourself—!